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KALYN SIEBERT INTRODUCES LIGHTER, STRONGER
HYDRAULIC REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILERS
Two standard models now include cost-effective Commercial series and heavy-duty Extreme series
(Gatesville, TX) – Premium heavy-duty trailer manufacturer Kalyn Siebert has proudly announced that they have
completely redesigned and reengineered their hydraulic removable gooseneck (HRG) trailer. The new HRG trailer,
now one of the lightest and strongest in the industry, will be offered in two standard models: the cost-effective
Commercial series and the heavy-duty Extreme series.
The KSHRG-3-51T, which starts at 18,000 pounds, is available in the Commercial series. The KSHRG-3-55T, which
starts at 19,800 pounds, is available in the Commercial and the new Extreme series.
“With our new design, we are delivering a 400-pound weight savings on what was already one of the lightest trailers on
the market,” stated Managing Director Ryan Rockafellow. “We’ve also strengthened the neck-to-deck connection, the
alignment trough and the neck shims. The result is a trailer that’s extremely stable and easy to operate.”
The new neck-to-deck connection incorporates front deck pins that are two and a half times larger and stronger than
standard pins. The new pins are contoured to better match the neck paddle, causing less stress on the trailer and allowing
for a safer, more positive connection.
The alignment trough has also been completely overhauled; the new design has been unitized to eliminate unnecessary
welds. This has strengthened the design by 15 percent and ensures a consistent, flat surface that – along with the larger
front deck pins and larger neck paddles – makes connecting and removing the gooseneck easier.
The neck shims in the new HRG trailers have also been unitized. Like the alignment trough, the new neck shim design is
15 percent stronger. It also delivers better lateral stability, with less of the “mushrooming” that frequently occurs with
standard T1 shims, which in turn helps ensure a longer service life.
True to its reputation for engineering excellence, to develop these new designs Kalyn Siebert developed innovative
construction techniques. “We focused on using machined high-strength steel castings,” explained Rockafellow. “This
allowed us to create tighter tolerances throughout the neck and deck of the trailer, with less deflection in the shimming
area. We anticipate these new features will be particularly important for our customers in the construction, agriculture and
oil and gas industries.”
Manufacturing of the new HRG trailers has already begun at the Kalyn Siebert facility in Gatesville, Texas, and inventory
is available for sale now at Kalyn Siebert distributors. For more details on Kalyn Siebert and the new HRG trailers, visit
www.kalynsiebert.com or call (254) 248-3327.
ABOUT KALYN SIEBERT
Kalyn Siebert, a subsidiary of Heil Trailer International, Co., is a global manufacturer of specialty trailers, distributing
products through a network of dealers located throughout North America. Kalyn Siebert engineers and manufactures its
line of specialized trailers in Gatesville, Texas, exceeding the toughest standards in the industry by delivering maximum
strength at low tare weights, low maintenance costs, long service life and the highest possible return on investment.
Customers requiring proven, heavy-duty solutions in the Transportation, Construction, Oil/Gas and Military/Defense
markets rely on the Kalyn Siebert Advantage to protect their payloads and investments.

